Bearing in mind the declaration of eleven archives willing to sign, and based on the budget presented here in Rapallo at the 37th FIAF congress:

In view of the declaration of the following archives willing to do their utmost to cover the deficit of P.I.P. in five years to come, if such deficit arises, the General Meeting decides to continue the P.I.P. as a FIAF project.

1. John Haaken (Oslo)
2. Allen Bowser, Dept. of Film, NiMA, New York
3. Sam Kula, Nat. Film TV & Sound Archives, Ottawa
4. Peter Langer, AU, VIENNA FM
5. Guido Lucca, ROHE
6. Lia Van Duren, JERUSALEM
7. Bo Nord, COPENHAGEN
8. A Kirsebring, STOCKHOLM
9. Manfred Pöntke (DAF), WETZBADEN
10. Finnish Film Archive, HELSINKI
11. Dr. W. Fritz, Ontario Film Archive
12. Eve, O6, Stiftung Deutsche Kinemathek